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 CODE NO . DESCRIPTION SIZE

 UH1DSL Single Dee Ring Small-Large 28” - 38”
 UH1DLXL Single Dee Ring` Large-XLarge 36” - 46”
 UH3DSL Three Dee Rings Small-Large 28” - 38”
 UH3DLXL Three Dee Rings Large-XLarge 36” - 46”

 CODE NO . SIZE

 DH3DS 30 - 36 Small
 DH3DM 36 - 44 Medium
 DH3DL 40 - 48 Large
 DH3DXL 44 - 52 XLarge
 DH3DXXL 48 - 56 XXLarge

The most effective way to prevent injury or death in the event of a fall is to wear a full body harness as part of a total fall protection 
system. Harnesses are engineered to dispurse impact forces evenly among shoulders, torso, buttocks, and legs.
 When using full body harnesses, be aware of these guidelines: Only the back dee ring may be used for fall protection. Side, 
front and chest dee rings should be used for positioning only. Shoulder dee rings should be used for retrieval only. All straps must 
be secure before utilizing the harness. Never attach more than one snap to a dee ring. Please review safe use and inspection 
information on Pages 141-143.

The DH30 series is a strong, rugged, comfortable, yet lightweight full body harness 
developed for use in the industrial and construction environments. The DH30 combines 
four separate functions into one full body harness: A removable tool belt, a great looking, 
comfortable, adjustable 6” body/back pad, a shoulder strap system that will relieve the 
weight of the tool belt from the user’s waist/back, a full body harness for the ultimate in 
fall protection, sub pelvic strap, and grommeted buckle leg straps.

DH30 SERIES

Our most popular model, the Ultra-Lite harness weighs only about 2 pounds, making it 
ideal for workers who are switching from body belts to harnesses or who are wearing a 
harness for the first time. The Ultra-Lite harness is designed to fit S-L and is also avail-
able in L-XL.

ULTRA-LITE HARNESS

MANy OTHER STyLES AND
SIZES ARE ALSO AvAILABLE .

FULL BODy HARNESS

Chest strap with pass thru adjuster 
buckle

Identification and wearer instruction 
label

Side D-rings for restraint or position-
ing (if present)

Leg strap adjuster buckles

Leg strap

Back D-ring for fall arrest

Back pad

Slotted hip pad

Sub pelvic strap for added 
support

Heavy duty harness, DH3D . 
Removable waist belt .

Adjustable comfort pad .

Heavy duty harness, DH3D .

Shoulder pads .

NOTE: XXL	AND	XXXL	ALSO	AVAILABLE

SEE SAFETy INFORMATION 
PAGES 145-147 .


